Continuum Fortify For Endpoint Security
p r o d u c t d e ta i l s

Continuum Fortify For Endpoint Security is an advanced endpoint security
solution that addresses the needs of small medium businesses to combat
cyber threats.
Is your small medium business client looking for threat protection, remediation, incident response,
or managed detection and response?
We have the resources in our security operations center to power all of it. With Continuum Fortify
For Endpoint Security, monitoring SMB environments, detecting malicious threats and quickly
remediating every attack, all while reducing risk to your client’s business. Continuum provides all
that with a 24/7 global SOC service.
With coverage from multivariant ransomware attacks to the latest cryptomining infiltrations,
advanced endpoint threat management from Continuum, coupled with SOC monitoring and
remediation services stop active threats and minimize harm – and it’s all backed by a $1m
ransomware warranty.

Key benefits
“Continuum helped us
develop a better security
business than we could
have built ourselves.
Instead of having to
a
 ssemble our own offering,
everything we need is in
the portal. That means
Continuum partners can
go to market tomorrow
instead of six months
from now.”
Steve Tygat
Founder, Tyneso, Benelux

On-demand security operations
Cyber attackers target SMBs leveraging the same tactics as the big enterprise firms. Continuum
provides a SOC that scales the protection with your business enabling you to focus on growing your
business while Continuum provides the staff to drive remediation of threats.
Simple deployment, always available threat coverage
With a single agent, detect all known and unknown threats leveraging the latest behavioral based
technology, regardless of where your endpoints are deployed (office, home, airport, café, hotel, etc.).
Next-gen threat detection and remediation
Continuum Fortify incorporates Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) technology with patented
threat identification and remediation technology. Quickly protect desktop and server environments
for Windows, Mac and Linux operating systems as well as virtualized servers in AWS, VMWare, Citrix,
VirtualBox, and Hyper-V environments.
Ransomware peace of mind
Confinue Fortify for Endpoint Security provides a $1M warranty to cover costs for Ransomware in
the unlikelihood it is unable to protect or remediate. While it is not likely Ransomware will ever impact
you when using Continuum Fortify for Endpoint Security, its nice to know you are covered.

Continuum Fortify For Endpoint Security
How we do it better

Key features

Delivering smarter, faster insights

MDR Provided Your Way
Implement advanced operations without the need for in-house security expertise.
With Continuum Fortify for Endpoint Security, partners can deliver managed
detection and response capabilities through the lens of the endpoint or via a
unified dashboard built on BrightGauge. By analyzing quarantined applications
and files, reducing false positives and ensuring comprehensive protection,
Continuum takes care of the labor challenges while you focus on growing your
business.

Automated event correlation
Unified dashboards for all security tools
24x7 SOC service to reduce cost,
maximize revenue
Immediate risk identification
Effective response, quick remediation
Ransomware rollback

Threat Detection
Rapidly recognizes many thousands of virus and malware attack variants including
cryptomining attacks as well as the root causes of these malicious behaviors by
quickly identifying and diagnosing corrupt source processes and system settings.
Response and Remediation
When malicious behavior is detected, Continuum Fortify For Endpoint Security
will quickly rollback files to previous safe versions through tracking changes in the
devices and restoring it to an acceptable risk state.
Next-Generation Endpoint Security
Continuum Fortify For Endpoint Security provides unique malware detection
and remediation technology. This solution incorporates innovative prevention
technology, providing visibility into the root causes and origins of the threat,
reversing the malicious operations of ransomware and remediating them at an
agile speed, when needed.

Watch a demo of Continuum Fortify today
continuum.net/fortifydemo

Continuum Fortify
Recoverenables MSPs to deliver managed detection and response services
without
building
and maintaining
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operations.
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For the MSP

The Continuum Ecosystem

For Assessment and
Assessment Plus
For Protection
For Endpoint Security
For Network Security
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